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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research is to examine the concept or objective of cash 

management and it application in corporate organization, the study examine 

cash management principles and also show the extent of adherence to these 

principles. Awareness and measurement of cash flow has been taken very 

seriously since where management decision on cash flow was not encourage. 

The main research instruments were the questionnaire and interview conducted 

in certain areas because of the complexity of facts needed. University in Benin 

Cash management system is formed to be a little above average. To achieve an 

effective cast management in public corporation, adequate cash management 

techniques must be strictly adhered to within the corporation. Management 

must not just formulate policies and model on cash management but must also 

demonstrate and practical’s, such policies and models. On the basic of this, we 

therefore recommended that a functional credit control unit should be 

safeguarded and overhauled in order to achieve its predetermined objectives. 

Finally, it is believed that the research work will create a corporate awareness 

on the importance of adequate and effective cash management organizations 

and the difficulties encountered in cash management. The success or failure of 

a corporate or an establishment depends largely on its ability to effectively 

manage its cash flow. Cash plays a significant role in the management of 

business organization.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In the context of this research work “cash” and “fund” shall be interpreted as 

meaning the same term in the same context, cash is regarded as the most liquid 

asset for effective management of any business. In common language cash 

refers to money in the physical form of currency, such as bank notes and coins. 

In managing cash flow adequate control measure must be taken to answer 

adequate cash control. Feener John (2018) 

Cash is the life blood of any business the stock in trade for bankers and if not 

represent, the ultimate cause of liquidation. 

Cash management by most companies requires careful planning so as to run 

short of their cash flow, this is why companies that make proper use of credit 

control system which enable the debtor to pay within a reasonable time period 

have some cash to manage as at when the need arise but on the other hand, 

companies that cannot make proper use of cash flow system run into multiple 

problem of cash shortage the resultant effect of work-credit –control system at 

the same time cash investment is almost impossible. Brown, J.I. and Howard 

L.R. (2017) 

An institution like University of Benin that depends on government subvention 

and it’s internally generated revenue as cash management should be very 

effective; it has its credit control unit in its commercial department. James Van-

Horne (2017) 

Although, University of Benin is a government owned parastatal, it has a social 

responsibility to and that is to inform, educate, entertain and inspire. Therefore, 

if University of Benin is to operate effectively and efficiently over a long period 

of time it generates income in excess of its expenditure to provide replacement 

of its assets, improve the standard of living of its employees and adequately 

returns to the providers of fund by way of satisfactory performance of its social 

responsibilities. Igbinosun, F.E. (2019) 

This is therefore; attempt to suggest reasons for this phenomenon and also state 

steps that might be taken to remedy the situation that may result to liquidation 

or bankruptcy not to only University of Benin but also to their business 

organizations. 

Finally, the research is to examine the need for business organizations and 

investors to have cash and also investigate ways in which fund cash is 

effectively managed so as to contribute to the overall corporate objective of 

organization. The University of Benin should keep enough cash optimum 
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because of cash shortage will not only disorganized the establishment operation, 

it will also mean to have equally fails in the responsibilities carry out by staffs 

of the corporate on excess cash will make the establishment to function 

effectively, but there is need for cash management and the manager to maintain 

a sound and effective system of cash positioning. 

In actual fact, no business can grow or progress no matter the amount of profit 

it makes, if it does not have a discipline and adequate cash position.  

 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM     

This study is concerned with the effective management of University of Benin 

Cash system. The research is to identify these areas where the concept of cash 

management may be effectively utilized and to establish the solution to cash 

management problems in University of Benin. Some of the problems include: 

a. Insolvency: If at any time a company fails to pay an obligation when it is 

due because of the lack of cash, the company is solvent. Insolvency is the 

primary reason firms go bankruptcy. 

b. Cash Flow: it can be a problem when a small business has numerous clients, 

offers a product superior to that offered by its competitors, and enjoys a 

sterling reputation in its industry. Companies suffering from cash flow 

problems have no margin of safety in case of unanticipated expenses. They 

also may experience trouble in finding the funds for innovation or 

expansion. 

c. Huge Overhead Cost: Another common cause of cash flow problem is when 

the business spends too much on overhead. Overhead cost includes all costs 

of providing goods and services other than direct labour and indirect 

material. 

d. Weak Gross Margins: Cash flow problems result if prices are too low, direct 

costs are too high, or a combination of both problems. 

e. Too Much Cash Tied in Inventory for Product-Based Businesses: Inventory 

greatly impacts cash flow, especially in small organizations where cash is 

more difficult to get hold of than in a large corporation. 

 

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF TERM. 

1. Samuel and Wilks (1991)):- define cash as money negotiable, money 

orders, cheques and balance or deposit with bank after deducting 

outstanding checks. 
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2. Cash management: - It is defined as the corporate process of 

collecting managing and (short term) investing cash. 

3. Management:– according to Harold Koontz, define management as 

the set of getting things done through and with people in formally 

organized groups. 

According to Henry Fayol to manage is to forecast and to plan, to 

organize, to command, to co-ordinate and to control.   

According to Mary Parler Follet, management is the art of getting 

things done through people. 

4. Cash budget: – It is define as an estimation of the cash inflows and 

outflows for a specific period of time. 

5. Cash flow: - It is define as a company’s financial health. Equals cash 

receipt minus cash payments over a given period of time; or 

equivalently, net profit plus amounts charged off for depreciation, 

depletion, and amortization. Pandmay, M.I (2015) 

6. Float: - It is define as the total number of shares publicly owned and 

available for trading. 

7. Liquidity: - It is defined as the desire to which an asset or security 

can be brought or sold in the market without affecting the assets price. 

It is also define as the amount of capital that is available for investment 

and spending. 

8. Public corporation:- It is define as a company whose shares are 

publicly traded and are usually held by a large number (hundreds or 

thousands) of shareholders. It is a government owned company such 

as an Edo Broadcasting service. 

 

CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

CASH MANAGEMENT  

Pandmay, M.I (2015):110) define cash as money negotiable, money orders, 

cheques and balance or deposit with bank after deducting outstanding checks. 

Cash having such limiting uses baring a descriptive title is given a separate 

balance sheet position. 

In the words of Harson (2016:50) cash is strictly money in form of bank notes 

and coins cash is any medium of exchange that a bank accepts as face value, 

e.g bank deposit, cheques, bank draft and money orders. It is assumed that the 
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term “cash” shall embrace coins and currency notes in form of cash till, cheques 

and deposit. 

According to Samuel and Wilks (1991), management is the act and science of 

achieving the objectives of a business in the executive authority that is the 

combined field of policy and administration a term employed as a correlation 

of decision making.  

The management of cash is important because it is difficult to predict cash flow 

accurately and that there is no perfect confidence between the inflows and out 

flows, at times cash inflow will be more than cash payments because there may 

be large cash sales and dept may be realized in large sums promptly.  

According to Igbinosun (2019:200) in order to resolve the uncertainty about 

cash flow prediction and lack of synchronization between cash receipts and 

payments, the corporation should develop strategies regarding the following 

factors of cash management. i.e.   

➢ Cash planning  

➢ Managing the cash flow 

➢ Optimum cash level 

➢ Investing on idle cash  

Cash planning: A technique to plan and control the use of cash, it 

concerns cash inflows and outflows such should be planned to product 

surplus or deficit of the planning period. Cash planning protects the 

financial condition of the corporation by developing a protected cash flow 

statement from a forecast of expected cash inflows and out flows for a 

given period. Normally the period of frequency of cash planning depends 

upon the size of the corporation. 

Managing the cash flow: cash must be seen as both master product of 

and essential input to the corporation’s operation so that thee is need for 

cash flows to examined in detail. The cycle of cash flow must be managed 

well if the firms financial health is to be maintained and the money market 

after unique service to assist managers in the task. 

Once cash budget has been prepared and appropriate net cash flow 

establish the financial manager should ensure that there should not exist 

a significant deviation between projected cash flow and actual cash flow, 

in order to achieve this cash management efficiently, will have to improve 

through a proper control of cash collection and disbursement. Pandmay, 

M.I (2015) 
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The main objective of managing cash flow is to co-ordinate the 

movement of cash and then co-ordination needs analysis and planning 

required achieving effective control of the corporation’s cash flow. Frank, 

J.R and Schole Field H.H. (2017) 

Optimum cash level: determining the amount of cash the corporation 

need at a point in time is difficult talk the amount of cash required by the 

corporation both in hand and at bank to a large extend depends on the 

volume of business and the complexity associated with broadcasting 

industry particularly network problem which can be predetermined.  

Cash balance are required  to overcome unusual and unexpended rush for 

cash if the co-operation has little cash, it can be in liquidity difficulties to 

break even maintaining a sound liquidity position of the corporation so 

that due may be settled on time as one of the primary responsibility of the 

financial manager, even though there are cash budgets a company cash 

decide on the cash it will have available for short-term investment, 

because of business which are seasonal cash budgets will show when 

surplus funds are available and what length of time will elapse before they 

are required. Some companies and corporations borrow to satisfy that 

seasonal needs such as to finance the building in inventories and debtors. 

Others accumulate cash during the sales period. Invest it and realize these 

investments to meet the needs for cash during shake sales period while 

others decided on a policy of maintaining the out flow of cash constant 

through out the year. Samuel and Wilks (1991) 

Investing idle cash: once a corporation has determined an optimal cash 

balance the residual of its liquid assets are invested in marketable 

securities. The two importance aspect of a corporation cash flow is first 

to maintain a high level of liquidity with minimum risk and second is to 

generate additional income by investing ideal funds when they are 

available to reduce outstanding liabilities. Therefore, as a general rule, 

excess cash above minimum level should be invested in marketable 

securities. Normally, this is done because the interest to be earned from 

such investment over the expiated holding period most compensate for 

transactions and inconvenience cost and also yield some returns various 

types of securities are available to smooth out fluctuation in cash flows 

these includes government treasury bill and commercial bank deposit. Its 

endless cash with the commercial Bank for some yearly interest, the rate 
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of interest depend on the maturity. The greater rate offered to investors 

purchasing the fixed deposit certificate from the bank is a very safe short 

run investment.  

 

The corporation usually gets the interest and get back its original investment at 

maturity and if the corporation wishes to withdraw its funds before, maturity, it 

will lose some interest without any impairment of the principle.  

 

AWARENESS AND MEASUREMENT OF CASH FLOW  

Deposit is simplicity; cash flow is very often not fully understood and not 

appreciated by management. There exist a lot of assumptions that some positive 

correction exist between profit and cash flow on a year to year basic. It is indeed 

astounding to see outcome of a simple exercise, which reveal a negative cash 

flow deposit a position profit. But here are some facts to back up the statement 

as stated by freener (2018)  

1. Cash flow is simple, but profit is complex. Therefore, an accountant gains 

greater professional satisfaction from saving up profit based information. 

2. Until the early cash flow forecasting formed little or no part of the major 

professional accounting examination syllabus. In this regard, many 

accountants who qualified first to this time have never been trained to 

produce information other than profit based. 

3. It was not until 1976 the companies were obligated to produce a statement 

of source and application of funds amongst their published accounts, 

therefore, until recently there has been no general awareness of anything 

but a profit and loss accounts and the balance sheet. 

4. Bankers analysis of the financial performance of their corporate customers 

have usually been restricted to profit ratios and static balance sheet 

liquidity position, therefore there has been little pressure for the production 

of  a dynamic cash flow information.  

 

MEASUREMENT  

There are approaches to the measurement of movement in cash flow, which is 

two alternative frame works which can used as a basic for reporting monitoring 

or forecasting investments. There are referred to as “cash book” and the “cash 

tank” approaches. 
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The cash book approach is so called because it is simple act summary of what 

is recorded with a typical corporation cash book. It therefore, reveals to source 

of cash receipt and the distinction of cash payment.  

The cash tank approach on the other hand, concentrates on these management 

decisions which cause the cash flow rather than on the book–keeping 

consequences of such decision. The final position must be the same irrespective 

of the approach of management used but it is believed that the cash tank method 

reveals much about the financial stability of the corporation and it much more 

hopeful as a forecasting frame work and also as a predictor of impending 

financial difficulties. A cash tank analysis can be a better alternative to cash 

book method. 

 

FIGURE 1 

ANALYSIS OF CASH MOVEMENT, USING THE “CASH TANK 

APPROACHE.  

Inflows       Feb.   March. 

       N000   N000 

Depreciation before tax          400   260 

New sources of capital      

Long term financing            120   160 

Additional supplies credit                60     80 

Liquidation of supplies Asset       

Reduction of customer credit       80   120 

Decrease on inventories                      60   60 

Total inflows      720   680 

Out flows  

Tax payments      40    __ 

Dividend payments          40   10 

Repayment of capital     __    __ 

Interest payment      __    __ 

Reduction of supplies credit    __    __ 

Purchases of fixed asset     300   300 

Build up of current asset 

Increase in inventories     180   220 

Additional consumers credit    180   160 
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Total outflows      740   690 

Current surplus /deficit        80    100 

Cash balance at the end of previous  

with cash and bank of current month.    60    140 

Cash statement revealing in analysis  

of cash movement during typical  

of two months.     140       240 

 

FIGURE 11: AN ANALYSIS OF CASH MOVEMENT DURING THE 

MONTH OF APRIL AND MAY 2019 OF FERNANDO VENTURE LIT. 

Cash receipts              April    May        Total   

      N 000     N000    N 000 

Collections from customers (sales)        120       140  

Cash sales      80          60  

Miscellaneous  

Return e.g. rent interest   20  40 

Specral e.g.  sales asset   10   __ 

Total receipts     230        240 

Cash payments  

Payment for supplier    80    100 

Wages and salaries     14      20 

Rent telephone and right    6        4 

Taxes      __  __ 

Purchase of building    __  __ 

Interest and dividend    10  __ 

Plant and machinery    __  __   

Payment for borrowing    14  52 

      150  176 

Current surplus     80  64 

Cash balance     60         140 

      140         204 

OBJECTIVE OF CASHS MANAGEMENT  

Below are some of the findings as objective of cash management. 

1. To make payment according to payment schedule – here, firm needs cash 

to meet its routine expenses including wages salary, tax e.t.c. the 
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following are main advantages of adequate cash management, Frank, J.R 

and Schole Field H.H. (2017) 

b. To prevent firm from being insolvents 

c. Contingencies can be met easily. 

d. It helps firms to maintain good relations with suppliers. 

2. To maximized cash balance :- This excessive amount of cash balance 

helps in quicker payment, but excessive cash may remain unused and 

reduces profitability with firm is less, film is unable to pay its liabilities 

in time. Therefore optimum level of cash should be maintained. 

  In this finding, these are some of the control measure suggested,  

a. Control of cash payment may be accomplished by the following ;  

i. ensuring that every expenses items meticulously scrutinized 

before settlement is made  

ii. Insisting that all payment be effected by cheques. 

iii. Ensuring that entered on a double entry basis. 

iv. Ensuring that transaction’s physical responsibly control over 

financial records and accounts. 

b. control of cash receipts may be achieved by;  

i. Insisting that all cash income be deposited in the bank on daily 

basic. 

ii. Ensuring all accounting functions and the treasurer’s functions 

are separated. This means that while the accounting department is 

concerned with recording all cash receipts, the treasuring section shall 

be responsible for receiving and depositing some in the become parts of 

the records though the use of double entry book-keeping. 

 

In a publication in Nigeria observed by Andy Akporugo, he highlighted that 

University of Benin should be well funded so that it can complete favourably 

with other media houses, the problems of transmitters breakdown and must 

broken up should be guided all this affect the efficiency of the corporation as 

government is the sole financial of the organization. The internal generated 

revenues will be well boosted if there are equipment to work with couple with 

efficient mgt. of staff.  

 

MANAGEMENT DECISION AND CASH FLOW 

Cash does not dust flow on its own accord, it flows as direct consequence of 

management action or inaction in operating the cash tank. 
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The circles of cash flows must be managed well if the corporation financial 

health is to be maintained and the money market offers unique services to assist 

manager in his task.  

There are often ten categories of management decision which causes cash to 

flow. These are summarized below. They have not been held within details as 

this study implicitly state the management of cash and not making of 

management decisions: 

Operation Decision: culminates in potential cash from operation before tax. 

Capital Expenditure Decision: This includes Acquisition (purchase) Disposal 

(sales) e.t.c.  

Inventory Decision: it comprises of increase of increase in inventory and 

decrease in inventory. 

Customers Credit Decision: which comprises of increase or extension credit and 

reduction of credit?  

Supplier’s credits policies: which also include the increase or extension credit 

and reduction of credit. 

 

Taxes on profit 

Financial obligation: which include interest payment, Dividend payment and 

repayment of borrowed capital? 

Investing Decision: These include the utilization of temporary surplus funds It 

also compress of sales and purchases. 

Financial Decision: These also involved the acquisition of new money from 

share holders and by borrowing. This includes the raising of long term loan by 

means of debentures issues/debentures loan stock. For the purpose of this study, 

it is believed that any useful analysis of cash flow will high light the impact of 

these to decision areas of management to use such analysis to guide the 

corporation along a path of solvency. 

 

CASH BUDGETING  

Cash budget is the most significant device to plan for and control cash receipts 

and payment. A cash budget is a summary statement of the corporation expected 

cash inflows and outflow over a projected time period. It gives intoxication on 

the reining and magnitude of expected cash inflows and cash balance over the 

period. This information helps the financial manager to determine the future 

cash need of the corporation plan for financing of the needs and exercise control 

over the cash and liquidity of the corporation.  
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The time horizon of the cash budget differs from corporation to corporation. 

Monthly cash budget may be prepared by the corporation whose business is 

affected by seasonal variation. Daily or weekly cash budget should be prepared 

to determine cash requirements if cash flows should extreme fluctuation 

budgets. For a longer interval, may be prepared. If cash flows are electively 

stable, in preparing a cash budget, the financial manager has to forecast receipt 

and payments. The most important sources of cash receipt is disposal of bill to 

customers to advertising companies and agents and payment made by 

customers through sales forecast is first step in preparing cash budget. All 

precautions should be taken from forecasting sales as accurately as possible. 

Sales can be for cash or credit, but in the case of Edo Broadcasting service 60% 

of all transactions are on credits basis through the advertising companies who 

normally want their adverts run first before payments are effected while the 

remaining 40% are on personal paid announcement (PPA). This is normally in 

cash basis except on exceptional cases like government announcements. 

Although, some fees customers pay in advance before their advert are aired. 

This makes it easy and possible for cash to be received at time of sales. In the 

case of credit sales, In the case of credit sales cash is realized after some time. 

The time required to realize each on credit sales depend upon the corporation 

credit policy reflected through the average collection period. That is the time 

allowed after the bills had been given to the customers to pay. 

If the average collection period is 30 days then the payment is due within 30 

days after the receipt of the bill showing when and how the announcement was 

aired mean while the corporation experience shows that 60% of the book debt 

is sales on credit, while the expected cash sales of 40% can be calculated. If 

sales forecast are available. To illustrate these facts here is a firm’s sales 

receipts for January, February, march and April are calculated on table one on 

the basic of assumed sales forecasts. It can be seen from the table that total sales 

from January are estimated to be N 550, 000of which 80% (i.e. N440, 000) are 

credit and 20% (i.e. N110,000) are cash basis, 80% of the credit sales are 

expected to be received in February and 20% are expected to be realized in 

much. The sales of their mouths are also broken down in the same way.  

It can easily be noted that cash receipts from sales will be affected by changes 

in sales volume and firm credit policy. This is equally the cash in public 

corporation. To develop a realistic cash budget, these changes should be 

accounted for. If the demand for firms products shaken, sales will fall and the 
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average collection period is likely to be longer. This increases the chances of 

bad debt. 

The next step in preparation of cash budget is an estimate of cash inflows cash 

outflows  payment to suppliers for broadcast materials and stores, payment of 

salaries and wages to employees and artistes, payment of dividends and 

payment for various operation expenses. 

Cash will also be disbursed if some fixed assets are acquired. As with sales, 

purchases may be made on credit or cash basis. In case of cash purchases, cash 

outflow will over at the time of the purchase, in cash or credit purchase, a time 

will exist between purchase and cash payment. If the corporation makes 

purchase on 45days term, it will make payment at this period. It is relatively 

easy to predict the expenses of a corporation over a short term. Corporation 

usually prepared expenditure budgets therefore, capital expenditure are 

predictable for the purpose of cash budgets. Cash outflow can also occur when 

the corporation pays its long term debts. Such payments are generally and 

therefore, there is no difficulty in predicting them. 

One, the forecast for cash receipts and payments has been developed. They can 

be combined to obtain the net cash inflow or outflow for each month. The net 

balance of each month would indicate whether the corporation has excess cash 

or deficits.  

The peak cash requirement would also be indicated if the corporation has a 

policy of maintaining some minimum balance in periods of deficit. The cash 

deficit can be met by borrowing from Banks, Alternative; the corporation can 

delay its capital expenditure or payment to credits  

 

Below is given a detailed example of a cash budget  

 

RESEARCH DESIGN  

The study is a research designed to investigate into cash management in public 

corporation’s a case study of University in Benin in particular, to determine the 

internal control system and the role of management in attaining effective cash 

management. 

 

SOURCE OF DATA 

Secondary Data was used in this research work , Most of the data used in this 

study were obtained from the account department commercial department of 

the establishment.  
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Data on the various aspects of cash management of the establishment are based 

on estimates, data on capital expenditures and investment of surplus cash was 

also obtained from the accounts department. 

It was not possible to visit the Lagos commercial office due to time constraints. 

However, other establishments like University in Benin their method of 

managing cash. 

 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

SUMMARY 

Cash management involves managing the money of the establishment in order to 

attain maximum interest income on any surplus cash. 

The fact that cash management involves cash planning, managing cash flows 

determine the optimum cashing balance ad investment of surplus cash. Cash 

planning is the technique to plan and control the control the use of cash credit 

entails cash flows and outflows which should be planned to avoid cash surplus of 

deficit for each period of the planned period, cash planning involves each 

forecasting, budgeting and maintaining a sound cash position so that liabilities 

due may be settled on time is one of the primary responsibilities of the financial 

manager. 

Through cash budget, an establishment can decided on the funds it will have 

available for short – term investment because if business is seasonal cash budgets 

will show when surplus funds can be invested, interest earnings securities, once 

the authority has determined on optimal cash balance the residual of its liquid 

assets are invested in marketable severities. Therefore, the two important aspect 

of an establishment cash flow is firstly to generate additional income by investing 

surplus funds when they are available.  

 

FINDINGS 

The following findings were discovered about the establishment. 

1. That the concept of cash management is effective only to some extent in the 

establishment. 

2. There is no good credit control policy which will quicken the recovery funds 

debts and for plough back of excess funds into the establishment. 

3. That the establishment have efficiency overall management and there exist 

a high rate of staff motivation. 

4. That internal control system is poor. 
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5. That they invest any surplus cash with fixed deposit account listed of 

marketable securities like treasure Bills. 

6. That the advertising rates are not well tailored to avert customer migration 

to other establishments. 

7. That the target of N3million monthly is set for Lagos commercial office. 

8. That there is continuous breakdown of transmitters and other equipment and 

these and militating against the smooth operation of the establishment. 

9. That there is no proper method employed by the management for the 

distribution of bills to debtors adverts made especially government owned 

adverts. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The different facts of cash management have been discussed. And their showing 

to what extent these cash management principles are adhered to. 

Although, the present economic condition deserve to be understudies but 

University of Benin should striving hard in measuring liquidity because it is the 

first steps in managing cash balance. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

As it is known, cash management has to do with the timing of cash flows and 

making beneficial life of available cash as investing surplus cash in interceding 

securities. 

One cans rightfully principles to a little external because there are some major 

and important areas left untouched. 

In the first chapter of this project, the objective were to identify there areas 

where concepts of this cash management is not effectively utilized. Those areas 

as state in the statement of the problems which are as follows. 

1.   What are those factors which inflective case in management in a 

corporation or a company in terms of cash profitability and liquidity. 

2. What are those factors which consulate poor management in Edo 

Broadcasting services. 

3. What are the factors responsible for the in effective internal control system, 

billing and credit control systems.  

To this effect the following recommendation are made; 

(a)  That cash flow management be efficient in order not to disrupt the 

establishment operations or impair profitability. 
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(b) The efforts should be made to obtain the service for better trained 

personnel especially department to advice them on each management 

matters. 

(c) There should be decentralization and aggregation of authority so that it 

would facilitate decisions taking at the lower levels without resisting the 

usual proactive of referring minor issues requiring larger attention to 

high authorities. 

(d) There should be proper implementation of internal control measure 

especially as regards to credit control and monitoring of adverts. 

(e) Though the establishment invest it surplus cash into a commercial Bank 

deposit, it is necessary that the financial manager accurately determine 

the timing and size receipts and payments. 

(f) Enough cash should be held on hand by the authority at any point in time 

in order to meet contingencies.  

(g) Government should try studying certain policies that effect business 

transaction. 
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